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BIOMASS GUIDE

Biomass:
a renewable
energy source

Today, biomass is among the energy sources that show
the best growth prospects. This is thanks to it being
renewable and to the advances made in recent years in
the thermal generators that use it, particularly those
using the variety of natural wood formats available.
Natural wood biomass is most widely employed for
domestic use, and is often used to fuel boilers, stoves
and insertable fireplaces. The most commonly used
types of biomass are wood and pellets, which are the
ones that concern us here, although other formats,
such as briquettes and chips, are also available.

GREEN
Mark

Dinak Solutions:
ecology, architectural integration and economy

This guide aims to reflect the range of solutions that we at Dinak have been developing over recent years
for the evacuation of combustion products from biomass generators, particularly stoves and insertable
burners for wood and pellets.
Our experience in building modular chimneys, together with our clear support for innovation, technology
and energy efficiency, has led our efforts towards the development of environment-friendly products and
solutions, to which we have given our “Green” brand. These solutions bring together energy efficiency,
economy and architectural integration within the home that turns the chimney into an ornamental feature of the building.
By using the most representative graphic assembly plans, this guide aims to reflect the range of solutions
that we at Dinak propose for the evacuation of combustion products from biomass generators, particularly stoves and insertable burners for wood and pellets. So, this guide will let you choose a suitable chimney for each installation type, using the parts Dinak have specifically developed to provide solutions for
the peculiarities to be found in this type of application.
The cases dealt with here are:
WOOD

PELLETS

Wood stoves
New home, indoor installation
New home with wooden structure, indoor installation
New or existing home, outdoor installation

Pellet stoves
New or existing home, outdoor installation
Existing home, liner installation

Wood insertables
Existing home, liner installation

Airtight insertable for pellets
New home, indoor installation

DINAK SOLUTIONS FOR BIOMASS
WOOD & PELLETS

SOLUTIONS FOR WOOD

SW6

FK

DW

DEKO

DINAFLEX

DESCRIPTION

Single wall chimeny with
joint

Water tight single wall
chimney with no joints

Twin wall chimney

Enamelled black single wall
stove pipe

Stainless steel flexible twin wall liner

APPLICATIONS

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

CE CERTIFICATE

Liner: 0036 CPD 90220 030
Conecting flue pipe:
0036 CPD 90220 039
EN 1856-1 (Liner)
T600 N1 W V2 L50060 G
T600 N1 D V3 L50060 G
(with insulation)
EN 1856-2 (Connecting flue pipe)
T600 N1 D V2 L50060 G
(3xØ, NM ≥ 375) NM

Liner: 0036 CPD 90220 002 0036 CPD 90220 001
Conecting flue pipe:
0036 CPD 90220 037
EN 1856-1 (Liner)
EN 1856-1
T600 P1 W V2 L50040 G
T600 N1 W V2 L50040 G60
EN 1856-2 (Connecting flue pipe)
T600 P1 W V2 L50040 G
(3xØ, NM ≥ 375) NM

0063 CPD 8657

0051 CPD 0148

EN 1856-2
T600 N1 W Vm L80100
G800

EN 1856-2
T450 N1 V2 L70010 G
T200 P1 W L70010 G

DESIGNATION

DIAMETERS
MATERIALS

Ø 130 Ø 150, Ø 180, Ø 200 Ø 130 Ø 150, Ø 180, Ø 200

Ø 130, Ø 150, Ø 175, Ø 200 from Ø 120 to Ø 200

from Ø 80 to Ø 200

Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404

- Inside wall:
Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404
- Outside wall
Stainless Steel
AISI 304 - 1.4301
Aluminized steel
Copper
- Insultaion
Rockwool

Stainless Steel AISI 904L - 1.4539

Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404

Enamelled steel (thickness
1,2 mm)

For renovations, if there is no
possiblity to install rigid chimneys

Finish: matt black

SOLUTIONS FOR PELLETS

SW6 PELLETS
PELLETS BLACK
DESCRIPTION

FK

PELLETS
PELLETS BLACK

DW

PELLETS

Single wall chimeny with joint / Water tight single wall chimney Twin wall chimney
black finishing
with no joints / black finishing

DIFLUX

PELLETS

DEKO

PELLETS

Concentric chimney

Enamelled black single wall
stove pipe

APPLICATIONS

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

- Stoves
- Insert stoves

CE CERTIFICATE

Liner: 0036 CPD 90220 030
Conecting flue pipe:
0036 CPD 90220 039

Liner: 0036 CPD 90220 002
Conecting flue pipe:
0036 CPD 90220 037

0036 CPD 90220 001

0036 CPD 90220 025

0063 CPD 8657

DESIGNATION

EN 1856-1 (Liner)
T200 P1 W V2 L50060 O
T600 N1 D V2 L50060 G
T600 N1 D V3 L50060 G (with
insulation)
EN 1856-2 (Connecting flue pipe)
T200 N1 D V2 L50060 G
(3xØ, NM ≥ 375) NM

EN 1856-1 (Liner)
T600 P1 W V2 L50040 G

EN 1856-1
T600 N1 W V2 L50040 G60

EN 1856-1
T200 P1 W V2-L50040 O50
T450 N1 W V2-L50040 G120

EN 1856-2
T200 P1 W Vm L80100 O100

Ø 130, Ø 150, Ø 180, Ø 200

Ø 130, Ø 150, Ø 180, Ø 200

Ø 80/140 and Ø 100/160

Ø 80/125 and Ø 100/150

from Ø 120 to Ø 200

Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404
Option with black finishing

- Inside wall:
Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404
- Outside wall
Stainless Steel
AISI 304 - 1.4301
Aluminized steel
Copper
- Insultaion: Rockwool

- Inside wall:
Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404

Enamelled steel
(thickness 1,2 mm)

DIAMETERS
MATERIALS

Stainless Steel
AISI 316L - 1.4404
Option with black finishing

EN 1856-2 (Connecting flue pipe)
T600 P1 W V2 L50040 G
(3xØ, NM ≥ 375) NM

- Outside wall
Stainless Steel
AISI 304 - 1.4301

Finish: matt black

Wood stove.

New home. Indoor installation.

DINAK DEKO - DINAK DW

The figure shows a typical configuration for a wood stove in a
single-family timber-built home, where the chimney runs
inside the house.

012 Weathering cap

A

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

A The double walled chimney shown is from the DW range. The inner wall is AISI

316L (1.4404) stainless steel. The outer wall can be aluminised steel on the section
running inside the enclosure (more economical), and AISI 304 (1.4301) stainless steel
on the outdoor section once out through the roof.

017 Adjustable flashing
30º/45º with storm collar

C The point at which the chimney goes through the living room's timber frame, can
be solved in two ways: a simple one, with an A16 adaptor (right picture), with which
the change is made from Deko to DW; and another, more elaborate one, with the 147
element (lower picture), lacquered on the outside in black.

Installation norms set a minimum distance between the Deko and the wooden roof of
3 times the diameter and never less than 375 mm, which is equivalent to the
following vertical separation values (height d):
ØD (mm)
d (mm)
130 – 150 – 180
375
200
395

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

The ventilated firestop plates (641), located above and below the framework, have
been tested according to norm BS 476: Part 20: 1987. The minimum distance
between the chimney's outer wall and the combustible materials is 60 mm (G60).

Firestop
ventilated

020 Straight legths
940 mm

B
Firestop
ventilated
A16

C
B The joint duct between the stove and double-walled chimney is from the Deko

020 Straight lengths
1000 mm

1C0 Adaptor

‡ DINAK

range. This is a single-walled steel duct with black vitreous enamel inside and out,
and total Wall thickness of 1.2mm, with a clean aesthetic that blends into the living
room.

03

The point at which the chimney goes through the living room's timber frame, can be
solved in two ways: a simple one, with an A16 adaptor (right picture), with which the
change is made from Deko to DW; and another, more elaborate one, with the 147
element (lower picture), lacquered on the outside in black. Installation norms set a
minimum distance between the Deko and the wooden roof of 3 times the diameter,
and never less than 375 mm, which is equivalent to the following vertical part
separation values (d):
The ventilated firestop plates (641), located above and below the framework, have
been tested according to norm BS 476: Part 20: 1987. The minimum distance
between the chimney's outer wall and the combustible materials is 60 mm (G60).

HORMIGÓN

Wood stove.
DINAK DEKO - DINAK DW

New home, with wooden structure. Indoor
installation.
This assembly is equivalent to the previous one, but where
the ventilated firestop plates are replaced by the “Dinakisol”
kit, which includes two solid firestop plates and special 60 mm
thick insulation between both, which protects the roof wood.
Thanks to this system, heat losses caused by the ventilation in
the previous system are avoided, as the point where the
chimney goes through the ceiling is airtight.

012 Weathering cap

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

017 Adjustable flashing
30º/45º with storm collar

A The point at which the chimney goes through the wooden frame is key for safety in

the event of a soot fire. For energy efficiency reasons, it is best that this passage is
airtight, to avoid heat loss from the living room to the outside of the house. Dinak has
a certified solution, the “Dinaksol” kit (14J), which comprises a protective element that
surrounds the chimney at the height of the framework and two solid firestop plates
above and beneath the framework. The minimum distance between the outer
chimney wall and the inner face of the space and the closure is 60 mm.
ØD (mm)
d (mm)
130 – 150 – 180
375
200
395

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

903 Roof support
Firestop solid
143 Item wall-box
seal
Firestop solid

A

147 Wall sleeve adaptor

In cases where there are wooden walls adjacent to the joint duct, we must respect minimum
distances that guarantee safety in the event of a soot fire.
020 Straight lengths
1000 mm

1C0 Adaptor

When DEKO is used, the
minimum distance is equivalent
to 3 times the nominal diameter
of the duct (3xD).

1.5xD

This distance can be reduced to 1.5
times the nominal diameter 1.5xD
if protection is used against
radiation made up of a panel of
fireproof material with inner air
chamber.
Consult DINAK for further information.

D

When Dinak DW (lacquered in
black in the picture) is used as the
joining duct, the distance to the
wall can be reduced to just 60
mm.

‡ DINAK

3xD
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Wood stove.

New home, indoor installation.

DINAK DEKO - DINAK DW

The image shows a wood stove set up in a newly-built,
single-family dwelling, with a concrete frame, in which the
chimney runs inside the house.

A

012 Weathering cap

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

A
The 012 raincap stops water entering the duct.
As an alternative, a specially designed rain
stopping terminal (1LL) can be used, in which
case it is always best to lacquer the assembly in
black (available option), to avoid the stains that
combustion gases could cause on the terminal's
slats.

017 Adjustable flashing
30º/45º with storm collar

1LL
Remate de lamas

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

B

Unlike the previous cases, because this is a fireproof structure, the firestops are
solid and have no thermal insulation between them.
The changeover from the Deko connecting duct and the DW double-walled chimney
is resolved here with a 147 element, which gives a more aesthetically pleasing finish
inside the living room.

B
903 Roof support

C

020 Straight lengths
1000 mm

1C0 Adaptor

Firestop solid

Firestop solid

‡ DINAK

147 Wall sleeve adaptor
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C In this case, the whole chimney has been built of exterior aluminised steel,

lacquered in black. The protective coating in aluminium (AS 120), together with the
80 micra thick oven powder lacquer, is a solid protection against environmental
corrosion on the exposed section of chimney.

Wood insertable.
DINAK DEKO - DINAK DW

011 Open terminal

Existing home. Liner installation.

The picture shows a typical renovation installation in open
wood burning fireplaces. Firstly, a wood-burning insertable
has been set into the fireplace, and secondly, a simple wall
duct of AISI 316L (1.4404) stainless steel has been installed,
from the SW range, lining the old brick chimney. Thanks to this
set up, efficiency, durability and installation safety are
improved to make it easier to maintain and clean the chimney.

070 Locking band

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

A For the connection between Deko and DW, a 15P adaptor is used. A black trim (132)

017 Adjustable flashing
30º/45º with storm collar

finishes off the opening on the interior wall of the living room. On the façade, an identical
stainless steel element (132) is used. It is advisable to use an open terminal (011), in
order to ease the outflow of combustion gases, in combination with a 90º (031) or 135º
(030) Te, with the soot collector and drain on the base (061). The collector also acts as an
inspection and register element.

020 Straight lengths
940 mm
086 Flat wall support
132 Finishing plate
30º/45º
070 Locking band

030 135º Tee

040 45º Elbow

070 Locking band
061 Insulates soot
collector with drain

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

014 Wall sleeve

If a decision is made to channel the chimney drain, it is advisable to equip it with an
inspection element (052) between the Te (031) and the collector (061), to make
maintenance operations easier without having to partially dismantle the drain pipes.

A

052 Inspection
element
061 Insulates soot
collector with drain

‡ DINAK

031 90º Tee
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Wood insertable.

Existing home. Liner installation.

The picture shows a typical renovation installation in homes
with open wood fireplaces. Firstly, a wood-burning insertable
has been set into the fireplace, and secondly, a simple wall
duct of AISI 316L (1.4404) stainless steel has been installed,
from the SW range, lining the old built in chimney. Thanks to
this set up, efficiency, durability and installation safety are
improved to make it easier to maintain and clean the chimney.

DINAK SW

011 Open terminal

B

852 Finishing plate
with storm collar

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

A The duct slides down from the end of the old brick chimney, using a straight

descending module (ref. 203). At the bottom, the base plate with a 612 side drain acts as
a support for the liner duct. The length of the drain pipe (265 mm) allows rain water to be
evacuated towards the exterior of the brick chimney. An inspection T with adjustable box
(250-325 mm) is installed over the 612. This allows direct access from the outside of the
brick chimney to the interior of the duct.

070 Locking band

A

The location brackets 110, centre the duct inside the brick chimney during the descending
operation.

070 Locking band

B Finally the finishing plate with storm collar 852, which includes the waterproofing
plate and storm collar, stops water getting inside the old brick chimney and allows the
space to be ventilated and the liner duct to dilate freely.

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

The finish with an open terminal 011 eases the
evacuation of combustion products and avoids
problems caused by using rain-stops, such as
the appearance of stains or the formation of
condensation.

030 135º Tee

020 Straight lengths
940 mm

521 Inspection Tee
612 Base plate
with drain

‡ DINAK

040 45º Elbow
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203 Straight descending module

612 Base plate with side drain

Wood stove.
DINAFLEX INOX
DINAK SW

Existing home. Liner installation with offsets.

When renovating existing installations, the former brick
chimney may have offsets with a geometry that impedes the
use of rigid lining ducts. Using flexible ducts in such situations
can have clear advantages.
The Dinaflex Inox range, made of two layers, each of 0.10
thick AISI 316L (1.4404) stainless steel, is ideal for solving this
problem.
Thanks to the smooth inner layer pressure loss from gas
friction inside the duct is minimised.

012 Weathering
cap

A
071 Location
bracket

A The combination of the finishing plate for the old brick chimney (85B) and the final
support (672) ensures duct attachment.

201 Flexible liner

The Dinaflex – SW (1F0) adaptor allows a raincap to be attached to stop rainwater getting
into the duct.

012 Weathering cap

1F0 Flex- SW adaptor
040 45º Elbow

852 Finishing plate
with storm collar

132 Finishing plate

020 Straight lengths
940 mm
040 45º Elbow
1F0 Flex-SW
adaptor

672 Support last
module

‡ DINAK

201 Flexible liner
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Pellet Stove

Existing home, liner installation.

DINAK SW PELLETS
SW DEKO PELLETS

This configuration is equivalent to that shown in Assembly 5,
but uses a pellet stove instead of a wood insertable. In this
case the old brick chimney is renewed by lining with a duct
from the SW6 Pellets range with inner waterproofing joint,
made of 0.6 mm thick AISI 316L (1.4404) stainless steel.
A With no drain enabled, a raincap must be used. In this case an 010. The end of the

012 Weathering
cap

A
020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

brick chimney is resolved using the 852 kit, as shown in the diagram on page 7.

B

B A descending element 203 is used to carry out the lining. At the base of the duct, a
soot collector 060 is used as a support.

070 Locking band

C The location brackets 110, are vital in order to keep the duct centred during the lining,
and they are of great importance in pellet fireplaces because of the greater dimensional
difference between the liner duct (80 or 100 in diameter) and the existing brick chimney.

020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

D Pellet stoves usually have the outlet for combustion products somewhere near the

C

floor. For this reason the 31F connection T used has its connection shifted towards the
lower side so that there is maximum space for the collector to be attached.

A 528 inspection T is installed above the connection. This inspection T is valid for operation
in overpressure and allows the duct to be properly maintained. To access the T, a 603 door
must be installed in the brick chimney wall.

The connection between the stove and the liner duct is made using the SW Pellets
Black range, painted in high-temperature (600ºC) black paint.

031 90º Tee

433 90º Elbow
020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

020 Módulo recto
L=930 mm

D

‡ DINAK

31F Te de 90º
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608 Colector de
hollín corto

603 Inspection
door

060 Soot collector

Airtight pellet stove.
DINAK DW PELLETS
DIFLUX PELLETS
The picture shows an installation for a pellets stove in an
airtight configuration, that is, one that takes air for
combustion from outside the home thanks to the use of a
Diflux Pellets concentric duct. Gases
are evacuated along an AISI 316L
Gases
Gases
(1.4404) stainless steel inner
duct, and air is taken towards
the stove along an AISI 304
(1.4301) stainless steel
Air
Air
duct.

New or existing home.
Indoor and outdoor installation.
This innovative assembly comprises a combination of diametrically concentric joint ducts from the Diflux Pellets range and
an outer double-walled Dinak DW Pellets chimney.
Air supply for combustion from the outside takes place
through openings in the T connection of the outer chimney.
(Detail B)

B

017 Adjustable
flashing 30º/45º
with storm collar
020 Straight
lengths 940 mm
070 Locking band

134 Wall finishing
plate stainless

020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

Air
Gases

31P 90º Tee

Gases
Air

080 Wall support
Air

1A7 - 1A8
Conection adaptor

13D Wall flashing

020 Straight
lengths 940 mm

070 Locking band

B
31P 90º Tee

31I 90º Tee

Air

‡ DINAK

060 Soot collector
31G 90º Tee
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DINAK UK
Unit 4 Albertine Close
Sweet Briar Industrial Estate
NORWICH - NR3 2FA
 016 03 48 27 06
 016 03 42 90 20
uk@dinak.com
HEAD OFFICE DINAK
Camiño do Laranxo, 19.
36216 Vigo - SPAIN
 +34 986 45 25 26
 +34 986 45 41 92
sales@dinak.com
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SAINT PETERSBURG

TALLINN
MOSCOW

GLASGOW
BELFAST
MANCHESTER

DUBLIN

SZCZECIN

NORWICH

LONDON

BERLIN

COLOGNE

WROCLAW

BRUSSELS

LILLE

PARIS
ESTRASBURGO

GDANSK
POZNAN

HANNOVER

FRANKFURT

CIKOW

STUTTGART
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LUBLIN
KRAKÓW

MARTIN

PORTO
LISBON
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TOULOUSE
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MADRID

MILAN

BUCHAREST
SOFIA
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ROME
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